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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This course enables students to deepen their understanding of chemistry through 
the study of organic chemistry, the structure and properties of matter, energy 
changes and rates of reaction, equilibrium in chemical systems, and 
electrochemistry. Students will further develop their problem-solving and 
investigation skills as they investigate chemical processes, and will refine their 
ability to communicate scientific information. Emphasis will be placed on the 
importance of chemistry in everyday life and on evaluating the impact of chemical 
technology on the environment. 



OVERALL EXPECTATIONS 
 
1. Energy Changes and Rates of Reaction 
By the end of this course, students will: 
 
1. analyze technologies and chemical processes that are based on energy 
changes, and evaluate them in terms of their efficiency and their effects on the 
environment; 
2. investigate and analyze energy changes and rates of reaction in physical and 
chemical processes, and solve related problems; 
3. demonstrate an understanding of energy changes and rates of reaction. 
 
2. Chemical Systems and Equilibrium 
By the end of this course, students will: 
 
1. analyze chemical equilibrium processes, and assess their impact on biological, 
biochemical, and technological systems; 
2. investigate the qualitative and quantitative nature of chemical systems at 
equilibrium, and solve related problems; 
3. demonstrate an understanding of the concept of dynamic equilibrium and the 
variables that cause shifts in the equilibrium of chemical systems. 
 
3. Electrochemistry 
By the end of this course, students will: 
 
1. analyze technologies and processes relating to electrochemistry, and their 
implications for society, health and safety, and the environment; 
2. investigate oxidation-reduction reactions using a galvanic cell, and analyze 
electrochemical reactions in qualitative and quantitative terms; 
3. demonstrate an understanding of the principles of oxidation-reduction 
reactions and the many practical applications of electrochemistry. 
 
4. Structure and Properties of Matter 
By the end of this course, students will: 
 
1. assess the benefits to society and evaluate the environmental impact of 
products and technologies that apply principles related to the structure and 
properties of matter; 



2. investigate the molecular shapes and physical properties of various types of 
matter; 
3. demonstrate an understanding of atomic structure and chemical bonding, and 
how they relate to the physical properties of ionic, molecular, covalent network, 
and metallic substances. 
 
5. Organic Chemistry 
By the end of this course, students will: 
 
1. assess the social and environmental impact of organic compounds used in 
everyday life, and propose a course of action to reduce the use of compounds 
that are harmful to human health and the environment; 
2. investigate organic compounds and organic chemical reactions, and use various 
methods to represent the compounds; 
3. demonstrate an understanding of the structure, properties, and chemical 
behaviour of compounds within each class of organic compounds.  
 
Outline of Course Content 
 
Unit One – Energy Changes and Rates of Reaction          22 hours 
(Online components: 15 hours; Offline components: 7 hours) 
 

Topics include: analyze some conventional and alternative energy technologies 
and evaluate them in terms of their efficiency and impact on the environment; 
analyze the conditions required to maximize the efficiency of some common 
natural or industrial chemical reactions and explain how the improved efficiency 
of the reaction contributes to environmental sustainability; use appropriate 
terminology related to energy changes and rates of reaction, including, but not 
limited to: enthalpy, activation energy, endothermic, exothermic, potential 
energy, and specific heat capacity; write thermochemical equations, expressing 
the energy change as a ΔH value or as a heat term in the equation; solve problems 
involving analysis of heat transfer in a chemical reaction, using the equation Q = 
mcΔT; plan and conduct an inquiry to calculate, using a calorimeter, the heat of 
reaction of a substance compare the actual heat of reaction to the theoretical 
value, and suggest sources of experimental error; solve problems related to 
energy changes in a chemical reaction, using Hess’s law; conduct an inquiry to test 
Hess’s law; calculate the heat of reaction for a formation reaction, using a table of 
standard enthalpies of formation and applying Hess’s law; plan and conduct an 
inquiry to determine how various factors affect the rate of a chemical reaction; 



compare the energy changes resulting from physical change (e.g., boiling water), 
chemical reactions (e.g., bleaching a stain), and nuclear reactions (e.g., fission, 
fusion), in terms of whether energy is released or absorbed; compare the energy 
change from a reaction in which bonds are formed to one in which bonds are 
broken, and explain these changes in terms of endothermic and exothermic 
reactions; explain how mass, heat capacity, and change in temperature of a 
substance determine the amount of heat gained or lost by the substance; state 
Hess’s law, and explain, using examples, how it is applied to find the enthalpy 
changes of a reaction; explain, using collision theory and potential energy 
diagrams, how factors such as temperature, the surface area of the reactants, the 
nature of the reactants, the addition of catalysts, and the concentration of the 
solution control the rate of a chemical reaction; describe simple potential energy 
diagrams of chemical reactions; explain, with reference to a simple chemical 
reaction (e.g., combustion), how the rate of a reaction is determined by the series 
of elementary steps that make up the overall reaction mechanism.  
 
Unit Two – Chemical Systems and Equilibrium    22 hours 
(Online components: 15 hours; Offline components: 7 hours) 
 

Topics include: analyze the optimal conditions for a specific chemical process 
related to the principles of equilibrium that takes place in nature or is used in 
industry; assess the impact of chemical equilibrium processes on various 
biological, biochemical, and technological systems; use appropriate terminology 
related to chemical systems and equilibrium, including, but not limited to: 
homogeneous, closed system, reversible reaction, equilibrium constant, 
equilibrium concentration, molar solubility, and buffer; predict, applying Le 
Châtelier’s principle or the reaction quotient for a given reaction, how various 
factors would affect a chemical system at equilibrium, and conduct an inquiry to 
test those predictions; conduct an inquiry to determine the value of an 
equilibrium constant for a chemical reaction; solve problems related to 
equilibrium by performing calculations involving concentrations of reactants and 
products; solve problems related to acid–base equilibrium, using acid–base 
titration data and the pH at the equivalence point; explain the concept of dynamic 
equilibrium, using examples of physical and chemical equilibrium systems; explain 
the concept of chemical equilibrium and how it applies to the concentration of 
reactants and products in a chemical reaction at equilibrium; explain Le 
Châtelier’s principle and how it applies to changes to a chemical reaction at 
equilibrium; identify common equilibrium constants, including Keq, Ksp, Kw, Ka, 
Kb, and Kp, and write the expressions for each; use the ionization constant of 



water (Kw) to calculate pH, pOH, [H3O+], and [OH–] for chemical reactions; 
explain the Brønsted-Lowry theory of acids and bases; compare the properties of 
strong and weak acids, and strong and weak bases, using the concept of dynamic 
equilibrium; describe the chemical characteristics of buffer solutions.  
 
Unit Three – Electrochemistry                                  22 hours 
(Online components: 15 hours; Offline components: 7 hours) 
 

Topics include: assess, on the basis of research, the viability of using 
electrochemical technologies as alternative sources of energy and explain their 
potential impact on society and the environment; analyze health and safety issues 
involving electrochemistry; use appropriate terminology related to 
electrochemistry, including, but not limited to: half-reaction, electrochemical cell, 
reducing agent, oxidizing agent, redox reaction, and oxidation number; conduct 
an inquiry to analyze, in qualitative terms, an oxidation-reduction (redox) 
reaction; write balanced chemical equations for oxidation-reduction reactions, 
using various methods including oxidation numbers of atoms and the half-
reaction method of balancing; build a galvanic cell and measure its cell potential; 
analyze the processes in galvanic cells, and draw labelled diagrams of these cells 
to show the oxidation or reduction reaction that occurs in each of the half-cells, 
the direction of electron flow, the electrode polarity (anode and cathode), the cell 
potential, and the direction of ion movement; predict the spontaneity of redox 
reactions, based on overall cell potential as determined using a table of standard 
reduction potentials for redox half-reactions; explain redox reactions in terms of 
the loss and gain of electrons and the associated change in oxidation number; 
identify the components of a galvanic cell, and explain how each component 
functions in a redox reaction; describe galvanic cells in terms of oxidation and 
reduction half-cells whose voltages can be used to determine overall cell 
potential; explain how the hydrogen half-cell is used as a standard reference to 
determine the volt- ages of another half-cell; explain some applications of 
electrochemistry in common industrial processes; explain the corrosion of metals 
in terms of an electrochemical process, and describe some common corrosion-
inhibiting techniques.  
 
Unit Four – Structure and Properties of Matter    22 hours 
(Online components: 15 hours; Offline components: 7 hours) 
 

Topics include: assess the benefits to society of technologies that are based on 
the principles of atomic and molecular structures evaluate the benefits to society, 



and the impact on the environment, of specialized materials that have been 
created on the basis of scientific research into the structure of matter and 
chemical bonding; use appropriate terminology related to structure and 
properties of matter, including, but not limited to: orbital, emission spectrum, 
energy level, photon, and dipole; use the Pauli exclusion principle, Hund’s rule, 
and the aufbau principle to write electron configurations for a variety of elements 
in the periodic table; predict the shapes of simple molecules and ions using the 
valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model, and draw diagrams to 
represent their molecular shapes; predict the polarity of various chemical com- 
pounds, based on their molecular shapes and the difference in the 
electronegativity values of the atoms; predict the type of solid (ionic, molecular, 
covalent network, metallic) formed by a given substance in a chemical reaction, 
and describe the properties of that solid; conduct an inquiry to observe and 
analyze the physical properties of various substances (e.g., salts, metals) and to 
determine the type of chemical bonding present in each substance; explain how 
experimental observations and inferences made by Ernest Rutherford and Niels 
Bohr contributed to the development of the planetary model of the hydrogen 
atom; describe the electron configurations of a variety of elements in the periodic 
table, using the concept of energy levels in shells and subshells, as well as the 
Pauli exclusion principle, Hund’s rule, and the aufbau principle; identify the 
characteristic properties of elements in each of the s, p, and d blocks of the 
periodic table, and explain the relationship be- tween the position of an element 
in the periodic table, its properties, and its electron configuration; explain how 
the physical properties of a solid or liquid depend on the particles present and the 
types of intermolecular and intramolecular forces; describe a Canadian 
contribution to the field of atomic and molecular theory.  
 
Unit Five – Organic Chemistry                        22 hours 
(Online components: 15 hours; Offline components: 7 hours) 
 

Topics include: assess the impact on human health, society, and the environment 
of organic compounds used in everyday life; propose a personal course of action 
to reduce the use of compounds that are harmful to human health and the 
environment; use appropriate terminology related to organic chemistry, 
including, but not limited to: organic compound, functional group, saturated 
hydrocarbon, unsaturated hydrocarbon, structural isomer, stereoisomer, and 
polymer; use International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) 
nomenclature conventions to identify names, write chemical formulae, and create 
structural formulae for the different classes of organic compounds, including 



hydro- carbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, esters, ethers, 
amines, amides, and simple aromatic compounds; build molecular models for a 
variety of simple organic compounds; analyze, on the basis of inquiry, various 
organic chemical reactions; compare the different classes of organic compounds, 
including hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, esters, 
ethers, amines, and amides, by describing the similarities and differences in 
names and structural formulae of the compounds within each class; describe the 
similarities and differences in physical properties within each class of organic 
compounds; explain the chemical changes that occur during various types of 
organic chemical reactions, including substitution, addition, elimination, 
oxidation, esterification, and hydrolysis; explain the difference between an 
addition reaction and a condensation polymerization reaction; explain the 
concept of isomerism in organic compounds, and how variations in the properties 
of isomers relate to their structural and molecular formulae.  
 

Assessment and Evaluation 
The assessment techniques used in this course are Assessment as, for and of 
Learning.  Their purpose is to provide students with opportunity for engage into 
self-directed ongoing learning, consistent student and teacher communication, 
consistent teacher monitoring of student-learning and the instructional strategies 
have been successful in facilitating the acquisition of the skills described in the 
Ministry of Education’s curriculum expectations for each unit.  Assessment tools 
include but are not limited to: 
Group and individual presentations; story writing assignments; quizzes and 
written tests; organization of binders; student-teacher conferences; 
formal/informal teacher observation and on-going verbal feedback; oral 
presentations; instructional videos and independent work.  
70% of the grade will be based on assessment for and of learning tests, quizzes 
and assignments evaluated throughout the course (term work). 
30% of the grade will be based on evaluation in the form of an examination 
and/or project (summative evaluation). 
Term work (70%) 

Knowledge and Understanding              20 % 
Thinking and Inquiry                                 20 % 
Communication                                         15 % 
Application                                                 15 % 

Summative evaluation     30 % 
 



Assessment for Learning (Growing Success) will implement the use of diagnostic 
assessments to determine the students’ readiness skills for the ensuing lessons 
and skills required.  Formative assessments, including frequent informal question 
and discussion during class, will take place in an ongoing and frequent manner to 
assure students’ are acquiring and practicing skills. 
 
Assessment as Learning (Growing Success) will be monitored to ascertain that 
students’ are developing the ability to self-correct and to determine individual 
skills that are required for success and in determining individual learning styles. 
Students are provided with adequate time and resources to engage in 
individuated practice and learning of the materials.  
 
Assessment of Learning (Growing Success) will be done upon completion of units 
and course to convey the success of the students’ achievement of the content 
and concepts learned. 
 
Teaching/Learning Strategies 

• Binder checks 

• Cooperative learning groups 

• Direct teaching/Socratic method 

• Graphic organizers 

• Think/pair/share 

• Worksheets 

• Individual practice of questions 

• Viewing and responding to videos 

• Questionnaires, Ticket out the Door 

• Oral presentations 

• Independent and group research projects 

• Note-taking 

• Mini-whiteboard activities 
 
Resources 

• Textbook: Chemistry 12, Nelson (2003).  

• Supplementary teaching materials: PhET simulations; worksheets 
organized by teacher, and other online resources. 


